Sunglasses

Jun Togo
You are driving your car to the direction towards the sun.
Sunlight entered into your eyes. You cannot see ahead well.
By the way, did you know? The sun is not just one.
Crash!
Extreme light is almost identical with darkness. When you move towards the sun, don’t forget your sunglasses.
No matter how lofty an ideal is, if the brightness blinds people, what kind of consequences can you expect? The exalted ideal itself may cause a human tragedy.

I have written this picture book with the aim of reducing such tragedies. If you empathize with this picture book, we would appreciate it if you could show them to your family and friends.

You can freely make copies of (download/print/distribute) this picture book, so long as you do not obtain any monetary gains. Obtaining profit/money from this book is strictly prohibited except our written agreement.

You can also download other picture books and messages written by Jun Togo from the web below.

www.peace-picturebook.org
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